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THE GOLD B COINS INVESTMENT
From June to December of 2018, the coin’s return is currently 400%

Bill Gates (Founder of Microsoft)

"Bitcoin is a techno tour de force."
Eric Schmidt (CEO of Google )
"Bitcoin is a remarkable cryptographic achievement and the ability to create
something that is not duplicable in the digital world has enormous value."
Peter Thiel (Co-Founder of PayPal)
“I do think Bitcoin is the first encrypted money that has the potential to do
something like change the world."
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ABSTRACT
The first cryptocurrency, Bitcoin, was invented back in 2009. That was just the
beginning though, and nobody really knew about Bitcoin until 2013. However, since
2013 the cryptocurrency market has seen huge growth — growth that has been hard
to ignore. There are now more than 1500 different cryptocurrencies, all created in
less than 5 years.
It’s clear that 2017 was the year crypto really blew up. The market cap of
cryptocurrencies grew by 4000%! The market cap of all cryptocurrencies was around
$21 billion in March 2017, whereas it is now over $454 billion.
The cryptocurrency market isn’t just about Bitcoin anymore. There are other
cryptocurrencies that have entered the space, such as Ethereum, Litecoin, and
Ripple. All of these have performed incredibly well over the last year.
Bitcoin is the biggest cryptocurrency — it currently has a 40%i share in the total
cryptocurrency market cap!
The world’s number one exchange, as of March 2018 is Binance, which opened in
July last year and is growing by 750,000 users a month. It now has 6 million users,
who trade $300 each per day (on average as surveyed throughout March). This brings
in revenue of $1,350,000 each day.
Why Crypto Coins?
Over the last few years, the digital currency has trended upwards hitting record highs
and making headlines. Bitcoin and related blockchain technologies are already
beginning to be used by people, businesses, and governments around the world.
User anonymity – While each transaction can be easily traced from one address to
another, the identity of users remains private and discrete. Personal purchases from
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a wallet cannot be associated with your details unless you wish to publish your
transactions publicly.
No third-party influence – Unlike fiat currency which is widely controlled by central
banks and governments across the globe, Crypto Coins is unique because third
parties do not directly influence it. It operates purely on peer-to-peer transactions,
guaranteeing more freedom and control for people across the planet.
Low transaction fees – Standard bank transfers involve fees. Cross-border payments
attract higher costs because of intermediaries. By utilizing Bitcoin and the blockchain,
transaction costs are inherently low.
Faster payments – Crypto Coins payments are seamless to complete. Unlike the
traditional bank wire transfer which could take days or weeks to process, Crypto
Coins transactions are handled on the more efficient blockchain network, which has
no wait periods for authorization requirements.
No paperwork – With Crypto Coins transactions, forget about sending proof of
address, showing your passport or ID card or going into a bank. You just need your
own wallet, and an address to send Bitcoins to.
Appreciating value – Apart from being used as a digital currency, Crypto Coins can
also be used as a store of value, which makes it viable as an investment.
Investors can invest in Alternative Assets like cryptocurrency & Oil - Gas and
Precious Metals which are stored in ultra-secure offshore vaults located in a cryptofriendly jurisdiction. When you purchase Asset-coin and other cryptocurrencies, your
private keys are stored in a cold wallet securely located away from any natural
disaster, emergency or government confiscation. Also; User anonymity – No thirdparty influence – Low transaction fees – Faster payments – No paperwork –
Appreciating value ...
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Who Curly Tail SA and Gold B ?
Our Curly Tail SA is an Ecuadorian based company dedicated to the management of
crypto coins and have contracts to, mine and issue gold coins with one of the richest
gold mines in Ecuador.
Curly Tail SA is partnered with Gulf-US Capital and US SHARE FUND. This partner
group is a leading alternative Financial Service Company that is focused on building
dynamic, profitable, and reputable finance and investments in the Gulf Countries and
United States.
With $3 Billion (USD) worth of gold in it’s a portfolio, The Gold B Exchange house has
laid a foundation for international banking backed by gold and insurance services.
The Gold B is leasing the Ecuadorian Super Computer systems, worth
$750,000,000.00 (USD), to many major companies.
The Gold B Exchange house started the digital currency system (powered by ERC-20,
the most efficient digital encryption program under the Ethereum protocol).
This new monetary system offers protection and empowers individuals with the
ability to have full control of their own money as well as prosper from the many
benefits that The Gold B offers.
The Gold B possesses the clear, well-defined vision of becoming the first and most
successful digital exchange house in the world.
By providing users with direct access to cryptocurrencies and an exchange house
supported by gold, all funds may be instantly converted to Fiat, physical gold and
other cryptocurrencies with minimal fees.
Our account holders will have the ability to receive profits not only from the
exchange’s financial products but also by being included in our unique multicollaborative environment.
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By having the platform controlled by its own users, The Gold B is enabled to be a
transparent system that will heavily rely on user accountability for future
improvements of the exchange house.
In contrast to a traditional banking system, The Gold B allows its partners to profit
and take advantage of its available financial products.
This project aims to revolutionize the conventional utilization of money by proposing
an innovative way that addresses wealth redistribution.
Gold Mine Coins “GMC” coins will appreciate in USD value based on the gold being
mined from the gold mine. The investors will own a percentage (based on how much
is invested) of the physical rights to the minerals.
The Gold B exchange house programs the amount of coins available for distribution.
Bitcoin was also programmed to have a limit on the amount of coins. After a crypto
currency is programmed, the amount cannot be increased or decreased. It will be the
same for eternity.
Bitcoin is programmed to be mined with a limit of 17 million coins while The Gold B
has programmed 500 million coins to be ready for distribution without the need for
mining. By having the coins readily available, the Gold B is able to buy and sell coins
much more quickly than Bitcoin.
This makes The Gold B coins much easier to use than other crypto currencies and will
not lose value over time like all FIAT currencies.
The price of each GMC coin will increase because it is backed by gold. The price of
each coin increases through the rise in gold prices and the amount of profits that
are earned by the Gold B exchange.
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The Gold B exchange house offers a multitude of products, such as; transaction fees
for Gold B crypto coins (GMC, Gold Bank coins, Gold coins, Loan coins, etc.) along
with many of the popular crypto currencies (Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ethereum, Ripple etc.),
the Gold B will also make fees off of foreign exchanges, insurance products, loans
(large and small businesses, cars, homes), micro-loans (small loans for individuals
without a credit history or who have a very low credit score), as well as mining for
physical gold to increase The Gold B reserves.
Bitcoin does not offer any of the products listed above and is not backed by gold.
The price of Bitcoin is determined by speculation while the Gold B coin prices are
based on intrinsic value and the products that make profits for the Gold B exchange
house.

The Gold B’s Gold Bank Coin had an initial coin offering that started at $0.50 (USD) in
June of 2018. In November of 2018 it reached $1.99 (USD) and is currently $2.49
(USD). From June to December of 2018, the coin’s return is currently 400% if a user
invested in the beginning and currently holds the coin.
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VISION
The Gold B possesses the clear, well-defined vision of becoming
the first and most successful digital exchange house in the
world. By providing users with direct access to cryptocurrencies
and an exchange house supported by gold, all funds may be
instantly converted to Fiat, physical gold and other
cryptocurrencies with minimal fees.
The Gold B is committed to vastly improving the usability of
cryptocurrency throughout the world. It will also give a voice to
each one of its members.
By having the platform controlled by its own users, The Gold B
is enabled to be a transparent system that will heavily rely on
user accountability for future improvements of the exchange
house.
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MISSION
The mission of The Gold B is to provide a safe and decentralized
economic system in which every individual is able to equally
participate.
As a result, users will have the ability to receive profits not only
from the exchange’s financial products, but also by being
included in our unique multi-collaborative environment.
By addressing the crucial human necessity for gaining access to
high-demand financial services, The Gold B embraces the duty
of fostering every person under its innovative and unbiased
structure.
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WHAT IS BLOCKCHAIN?
Think of Blockchain as a book or ledger of accounts and transactions but in a
digital format. It is vastly superior because it stores reliable, unalterable
information that must be verified by hundreds to thousands of separate machines.
In contrast, a traditional bank is the only source that will verify a transaction.
Blockchain is comprised of digitally linked data modules that make every
transactional move secure and guaranteed once initialized.
Altering this system is an impossible task since it is formed by blocks of encrypted
information that cannot be broken.
The Gold B takes advantage of this system in order to provide cutting edge
security while granting a clean circulation and storage of tokens.
Blockchain is fast becoming mainstream and has already been adopted by a
number of major players and financial institutions. In April 2017 Japan made
Bitcoin legal tender, leading to a huge spike in its price. Russia, China, Sweden and
Israel are examining digitizing their currencies using Ethereum. The
Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) and the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) have
announced they are moving to blockchain for security reasons. In December 2017,
the Commodity Futures Trading Commission in the US approved a futures market
for Bitcoin and in January 2018 XBT Investments announced it will become the
first Bitcoin investment company to list on the ASX.
Cryptocurrency daily transaction volumes have exploded from $100 million USD a
year ago, to around $30 billion USD today. That’s only set to increase – yet there
are only about 170 active cryptocurrency exchange platforms taking advantage of
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this explosive growth worldwide. In January 2018 it was reported that exchanges
were signing up more than 100,000 new users each day.
As more and more users adopt blockchain technology, the cryptocurrency market
will begin to take market share from the global FX volume. Around $5 trillion USD
changes hands in foreign exchange markets every day, with most trade conducted
between approximately 23,000 banks.
The payment processing industry (PayPal, Alipay, etc) is worth $522 billion
annually and is similarly ripe for disruption from cheaper and faster blockchain
based alternatives.
The future clearly belongs to blockchain; however, the sector is still in its infancy
and offers early investors the chance for immense gains as the technology
continues to grow and provides improved solutions to many exchange and
transactional cases.
A traditional bank is the only source that will verify a transaction. Blockchain is
comprised of digitally linked data modules that make every transactional move
secure and guaranteed once initialized.
Altering this system is an impossible task since it is formed by blocks of encrypted
information that cannot be broken.
The Blockchain is a revolutionary technology that the Islamic finance ecosystem
could leverage to exponentially enhance business processes and streamline
operations. Blockchain creates the possibility of coordinating institutions’
transactional activities within a strong mechanism of trust and transparency.
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WHAT MAKES THE GOLD B SO UNIQUE?
In contrast to a traditional banking system, The Gold B allows its
partners to profit and take advantage of its available financial products.
One of its main offerings will be to grant and offer loans for every user
upon their request.
With the purpose of increasing their economic leverage, each member
will be able to enjoy these benefits by instantly having access to lines of
credit without a credit history check.
All that is required from the user is verification of employment and a
steady paycheck. Loans from the platform will be highly accessible. Up
to 90% of a user’s investment will be granted as a loan.
These loans will then be repaid with an annual 10% rate of return.
User’s may either request a loan or have their own coins be loaned out
to other users seeking a line of credit. This structure will build up
liquidity for each user’s account. It is important to note that each
account will be insured for up to one million dollars if payment
obligations are not met. In addition to all of these benefits, debit and
credit cards will be provided for users in order to achieve quicker
transactions with vendors.
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SERVICES AND CURRENCY SYSTEM OF THE GOLD B THE GOLD BANK COIN
The Gold B provides various types of digital currencies that adapt to the
requirements of its users. This allows for a more -flexible and deficient system.
The listed currencies include: Under a system of pure equality, the Gold Bank Coin
is the answer for recognizing each user. In contrast to traditional banks, every
holder of the Gold Bank Coin receives guaranteed and consistent profit. The only
requirement of the user is to own the coin. Owning this coin also entitles each
user the right to one vote on the prospective improvements of the exchange
house. Every member will be capable of proposing and determining future
decisions for the association. In order to gain access to all of The Gold B’s offered
products, a user on
GOLD COIN As the domestic currency of the system, Gold Coin will be the
standardized coin for use within the exchange house. While the Gold Bank Coin
offers ownership and other services for its holders, the Gold Coin will be one of
the many other circulated coins on the exchange. Its growth is aligned with the
current price of gold.
Through minimal commission fees, both the platform’s currency and the reserves
of gold are able to sustain themselves while mutually increasing one another’s
value. Unlike other systems in which a cryptocurrency’s value will fluctuate
according to short and long term investor confidence, gold's current price is a solid
base to preserve the value of the Gold Coin. This is possible because of gold’s
independence from a volatile market as well as its ease of liquidation and
exchange throughout the globe. There will always be a buyer for gold.
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LOAN COIN
Loan Coin is purely dedicated to the activity of borrowing money
between users. Through local and international territories, Loan Coin
may be used without restrictions.
Contrary to the traditional banking system, Loan Coin is a solution to
decentralize the autonomy of common institutions.
The Loan Coin will give total power to its users regarding their financial
loan management. By means of mortgage insurance, every user is out
of risk from losing their initial investment.
The value and the benefits of the Loan Coin stay where they belong, in
the hands of the users.
The annual rate of return for these loans can range from 6-16% based
on the exchange house’s own interest rates. The returns from these
loans benefit anyone who owns coins through The Gold B.
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HALAL GOLD COIN
Experts report a constant rise in Islamic finance over the last decade. In
September 2018, Daily News wrote that the annual growth of this market is 10-12
percent over the past 10 years. the value of Islamic finance as $2.2 trillion and the
Islamic Finance industry is spread over more than 60 countries. The experts
predict Islamic finance to grow to $3.8 trillion by 2022.
Some Islamic scholars recently declared Bitcoin “permissible” under Sharia law,
thereby opening the market to 1.6 billion Muslims around the world (For
references, you can review this link) HALAL CRYPTO COINS
Islamic Finance investors based in the United Arab Emirates , is planning to launch
Islamic Crypto Exchange which will be operating “according to the principles of
Shariah law.” The company is expecting to reach $146 million daily trading and
$4.4 billion monthly turnover by 2020
Throughout financial turmoil, GOLD remains solid and preserves wealth. Gold
Mine Coin " GMC " is suitable for investors seeing a partnership of physical Gold
mines and Gold Bank as a ‘safe haven’ investment and an absolute crisis
protection without taking on a SHARI’A COMPLIANT issuer risk.
It is apparent that the characteristics and conditions of Blockchain are in
alignment with the principles of Islamic Finance. In addition, its usage would open
the ecosystem to a raft of interesting opportunities. More importantly, Blockchain
is a perfect medium to incorporate and operationalize Islamic values of justice,
equality, trust and fairness into finance which embodies the spirit of the Shariah.
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Different of the fast-developing Bitcoin systems in the world, our Gold Bank
partners and shareholders are indexed to the gold reserves.
What is more Bitcoin may be more Halal than modern fiat money. (Matthew)
puts it quite clearly as he remarks, “Bitcoin is more halal than any currency in wide
circulation today but probably still falls short of the strict and narrow definition of
money in Islam. Modern sovereign currencies are based on debt with usury - this
is strictly prohibited in Islam. Therefore, all modern money is not halal. Bitcoin, on
the other hand, is not based on debt - it's based on a proof of work - and this is at
least not haram
With this difference, we offer a brand-new Halal financial product that can be
easily used in Islamic countries and all Muslim investors.
Under the Islamic finance criteria, subsidized monetary systems, trading and
interest-free trade are encouraged.
Our Gold B Coins distributions are the investment profits of Gold B.
All of our investors and users are partners of Gold B. The savings and returns in
our system are shareholding shares.
Our Gold Mine Coins-GMC coins will appreciate in USD value based on the gold
being mined from the gold mine.
The investors will own a percentage (based on how much is invested) of the
physical rights to the minerals.
The profits are distributed among account/coin owners, therefore the income is
halal. No profits will be made off of interest.
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As the Gold B Exchange House, we are also offering unique financial services that
benefit our Muslim account holders, such as:
Trade and borrowing to purchase properties, cars etc. without paying interest.
In contrast to a traditional banking system, The Gold B allows its partners to profit
and take advantage of its available financial products. One of its main offerings
will be to grant and offer loans for every user upon their request.
This transaction allows the Bank to purchase the property first for the client and
sell it back to the client with an agreed price and fixed payment plan for each
month.
This excludes the interest system totally from the transaction for Muslim clients.
Under the Islamic finance criteria, subsidized monetary systems, trading and
interest-free trade are encouraged.
Our Gold B Coins distributions are the investment profits of Gold B.
All of our investors and users are partners of Gold B. The savings and returns in
our system are shareholding shares.
Though traditional banks have been already actively joining the blockchain
community for a comparatively long time, Islamic banks that build their work in
compliance with Sharia principles used to stay aside from the newly developing
trends. Nevertheless, Al Hilal Bank, based in Abu Dhabi, has changed the game.
The UAE-based Islamic Al Hilal Bank has announced that it has managed to
complete “the world’s first Sukuk transaction” with the help of blockchain
technology. Sukuk represents itself a legal instrument and is also known as “sharia
compliant” bonds.
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WORLD X COIN
The World X Coin will serve as a currency inside of an exclusive
virtual world within the platform. Like the coin’s name, the VR
world is called World X.
Not only is this virtual world used as a means of entertainment
for all users, but it is also used as a way to overcome geographic
and cultural barriers.
The World X coin is an important asset that will be utilized in
connecting people. The possibilities of this virtual world are
only limited by a user’s creativity.
Once a user is fully immersed in this world, it will be possible to
fulfill personal objectives such as anything like learning a new
language or the discovery of unusual places around the globe.
The system is enabled to provide its users with an efficient
process for cultural and financial exchange.
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ASSET COINS
Investors can invest in Alternative Assets like cryptocurrency & Oil – Gas-Gold and
Precious Metals which are stored in ultra-secure offshore vaults located in a
crypto-friendly jurisdiction. When you purchase Asset-coin and other
cryptocurrencies, your private keys are stored in a cold wallet securely located
away from any natural disaster, emergency or government confiscation. Also;
User anonymity – No third-party influence – Low transaction fees – Faster
payments – No paperwork – Appreciating value ...
The Asset Crypto, is the world’s first alternative new financial product that gives
investors the power to invest in both hard assets (precious metals) and digital
assets (cryptocurrencies).
Gold Mine-Bars, Oil-Gas and Precious metals indexed Coins is suitable for
investors seeing a physical asset as a ‘safe haven’ investment and absolute crisis
protection without taking on an issuer risk. With this difference, we offer a new
financial product that can be easily used in all countries and investors.
This makes The Gold B coins much easier to use than other cryptocurrencies and
will not lose value over time like all FIAT currencies. The price of each new Asset
Coins will increase because it is backed by gold and other assets. The price of
each coin increases through the rise in gold and other assets prices and the
number of profits that are earned by the Gold B exchange.
Gold B is available for international investors to safely invest in alternative assets
with cash such as Asset Coins. Through the Gold B, investors have the power to
invest in crypto assets and Oil-Gas-Gold and Precious Metals including
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RENT COIN
This currency comes up as a solution for users who desire to
rent immovable properties.
It seeks to prevent common problems that occur in current
property administration software by providing the user with a
more efficient and immediate payment process.
Rather than using the slower and more expensive payment
software, The Gold B provides a faster and easier experience
that is much more cost-effective for the property owner and
tenant.
Additionally, an insurance system will work in tandem with Rent
Coin so that both parties are protected.
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PETS AND NATURE PROTECTION COIN
This coin gives users the ability to donate to causes like the
protection, preservation and development of animal life.
Rather than use a more traditional donation system, Pets and
nature protection Coin provides a legal safeguard that gives
prominence and seriousness to every user’s contribution.
The Gold B’s transparent system ensures that their donations
are going directly to the causes they endorse.
As a user of this platform, you will know exactly where your
money is going.
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RELIGIOUS COIN
Religious Coin is a currency geared toward patronage and
support for different religious institutions.
Taking into account that spirituality is an inherent
element for the majority of human beings, The Gold B’s
Religious Coin is curated for religious based donations to
the virtual era.
This process is carried out in a direct and efficient way by
sending 100% of the proceeds to its recipients.
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HELP COIN
As an international exchange house with enormous
resources, The Gold B is committed to social
responsibility and everything it affects.
Help Coin’s function is to empower users with the ability
to donate to the causes they are passionate about.
A user will have the power to donate to any institution,
group of people or cause they deem worthy of their
support with a direct donation.
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COLLEGE COIN
Education represents one of the most fundamental
resources an individual has access to.
College Coin has the mission of acting as an
incentive for users to save money and time.
This currency must be kept for a minimum period of
5 years in a Gold B account.
Since College Coin is directly invested into the bank
of gold, its growth is directly correlated with the
interest payments it will receive from being loaned
to other users.
This makes it an excellent option for anyone who
wants to be a student at any institution around the
world.
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HISPANA COIN
Hispana Coin is a currency used for making payments to
common businesses. Its utilization allows small
economies in developing countries to grow and prosper.
It allows anyone to purchase goods and services from a
business by using The Gold B app on their smartphone or
through The Gold B’s distributed debit and credit cards.
The gold bank of New York endorses Hispana Coin and it
can be exchanged for gold shares or physical gold coins.
Each transaction is performed quickly with the purpose of
protecting every user and their account.
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STRATEGIC ALLIANCES
The Gold B-Gold Exchange House has developed strategic alliances
and collaborations to develop GOLD COIN gold coins and Gold Bank.
GulfUS Capital&US Share Fund LLC companies, developing joint
projects and investments between the Gulf (Qatar-Bahrain-OmanKuwait-Saudi Arabia-United Arab Emirates) and other Middle East and
Asian Islamic Countries and the United States and Latin America. He
works on Financial Services, Venture Capital, Equity Capital, Share
Transfer (Procurement), Investment and Project Finance, Franchising
and Leasing Financing, Mortgage and other Commercial Loans.
www.gulfuscapital.com
Ecuadorian Cumbaratza Gold Mine;
Equatorial Cumbaratza (Nambija, Cordillera, Cenozoic, Mesozoic and
Paleozoic, Breccia, Guanta - Ortiga, Loma Verde, Guaysimi, Stockwork
and further south) 27 thousand hectares in the region, a depth of 200
meters. There are 23 million OZ gold reserves. 3 billion after the
minimum production and processing costs.
Re/Max and Century 21 - Real state companies with a big reputation
that will ease the credit process to the clients in order to acquire new
properties.
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Payphone - Smart app that allows to make payments or charges
through mobile devices in an immediate way.
Capitalika - First Latin American platform that enables the
formalization of cryptocurrency to at money in a simple and practical
manner.
Kruge Labs - Company that provides advice to entrepreneurs with
digital startup projects with the purpose of nurturing their
development and growth.
Organic Market - Online shop that offers healthy food products in
order to carry out a balanced diet.
Saat Homes – Building Tiny Houses on Wheels and Tiny House
Communities for a greener and prosperous life style for individuals
and families.

Saat Studios – Making film, short film and documentaries.
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CONCLUSION
From your own experiences in dealing with the current monetary system, it is
abundantly clear that it does not have your best interests or seek to benefit
customers.
The Gold B meets the current demand of its users and offers a system that cannot
be controlled by one entity. It fulfills the obligations of all users equally and
without discrimination on the size of each account. It allows access and
opportunities that no other system has available to the public at this present time.
The users control every aspect of their funds within their accounts.
Every coin is truly their own coin and can be accessed or exchanged at any time
and anywhere.
All without the inconvenience of frivolous fees and arbitrary rules on how one
may obtain their money. Our main goal is to constantly improve these services.
The Gold B exchange house programs the amount of coins available for
distribution. Bitcoin was also programmed to have a limit on the amount of coins.
After a crypto currency is programmed, the amount cannot be increased or
decreased. It will be the same for eternity.
Bitcoin is programmed to be mined with a limit of 17 million coins while The Gold
B has programmed 500 million coins to be ready for distribution without the need
for mining. By having the coins readily available, the Gold B is able to buy and sell
coins much more quickly than Bitcoin.
This makes The Gold B coins much easier to use than other crypto currencies and
will not lose value over time like all FIAT currencies.
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The price of each GMC coin will increase because it is backed by gold. The price of
each coin increases through the rise in gold prices and the amount of profits that
are earned by the Gold B exchange.
The Gold B exchange house offers a multitude of products, such as; transaction
fees for Gold B crypto coins (GMC, Gold Bank coins, Gold coins, Loan coins, etc.)
along with many of the popular crypto currencies (Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ethereum,
Ripple etc.), the Gold B will also make fees off of foreign exchanges, insurance
products, loans (large and small businesses, cars, homes), micro-loans (small loans
for individuals without a credit history or who have a very low credit score), as
well as mining for physical gold to increase The Gold B reserves.
Bitcoin does not offer any of the products listed above and is not backed by gold.
The price of Bitcoin is determined by speculation while the Gold B coin prices are
based on intrinsic value and the products that make profits for the Gold B
exchange house.
Some Islamic scholars recently declared Bitcoin “permissible” under Sharia law,
thereby opening the market to 1.6 billion Muslims around the world
Throughout financial turmoil, GOLD remains solid and preserves wealth. Gold
Mine Coin " GMC " is suitable for investors seeing a partnership of physical Gold
mines and Gold Bank as a ‘safe haven’ investment and an absolute crisis
protection without taking on a SHARI’A COMPLIANT issuer risk.
Unlike the fast-developing Bitcoin systems in the world, Gold Bank partners and
shareholders who are indexed to the gold reserves.
With this difference, we offer a brand-new Halal financial product that can be
easily used in Islamic countries and all Muslim investors.
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The team behind The Gold B are honored to engineer and orchestrate an entire
system truly for the people.
This international exchange house will have the ability to benefit every aspect of a
person’s life. We want everyone to join The Gold B because it will forever
revolutionize the world’s financial system. The Gold B welcomes you to the future.
GREAT EARNING/PROFIT OPPORTUNITY;
The Gold B’s Gold Bank Coin had an initial coin offering that started at $0.50
(USD) in June of 2018. In November of 2018 it reached $1.99 (USD) and is
currently $2.49 (12.25.2018). From June to December of 2018, the coin’s return
is currently 400% if a user invested in the beginning and currently holds the coin.
GUARANTEES AND ADVANTAGES FOR INVESTORS;
1) In contrast to a traditional banking system, The Gold B allows its partners to
profit and take advantage of its available financial products. One of its main
offerings will be to grant and offer loans for every user upon their request. This
transaction allows the Bank to purchase the property first for the client and sell it
back to the client with an agreed price and fixed payment plan for each month.
This excludes the interest system totally from the transaction for Muslim clients.
2)
With the purpose of increasing their economic leverage, each member will
be able to enjoy these benefits by instantly having access to lines of credit without
a credit history check. All that is required from the user is verification of
employment and a steady paycheck. Loans from the platform will be highly
accessible. Up to 90% of a user’s investment will be granted as a loan.
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3)
Users may either request a loan or have their own coins be loaned out to
other users seeking a line of credit. This structure will build up liquidity for each
user’s account. It is important to note that each account will be insured for up to
one million dollars if payment obligations are not met.
4)
In addition to all of these benefits, debit and credit cards will be provided
for users in order to achieve quicker transactions with vendors.
5)
Under a system of pure equality, the Gold Bank Coin is the answer for
recognizing each user. In contrast to traditional banks, every holder of the Gold
Bank Coin receives guaranteed and consistent profit. The only requirement of the
user is to own the coin.
6)
A one million dollar investment in the Gold Bank coin gains the investor a
seat on the Board.
7)
You will be able to open a Tax free “Gold Mine Coin” GMC account as well
as a Gold Bank Coin account with The Gold B Exchange House.
8) You will be a shareholder in the gold mine and gold reserves.
9) Our gold mine producers guarantee annual gold bullion production.
10) You will be tax-free advantageous accounts in Gold B Exchange House and
“GMC”.
11) Gold bars will be stored in the US.
12) You will be able to open "Gold Mine Coin" GMC " accounts at The Gold Bank
13) You will be a shareholder at "The Gold Bank"
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CONDITIONS TO JOIN A PARTNERSHIP WITH THE GOLD B EXCHANGE HOUSE:

The Gold B has strong references and contacts within the
Ecuador Government and Central Bank. The Gold B also has an
agreement with Belize companies to get $500,000,000.00 (USD)
per month deposited and converted into crypto coins. The Gold
B will keep $125,000,000.00 (USD) from fees and commissions.
The Gold B has many upcoming large investors who are
investing approximately more than 3 billion dollars (USD). Our
main goal for this year is to reach 200 million users.
Website: www.TheGoldB.com
Gold B Exchange House is a crypto currency exchange house
that is owned by each account holder. The Gold B offers debit
cards and checks on demand with funds backed by gold
Out of the 500,000,000 initial Gold Bank coins, there are only
20,000,000 coins left to invest in The Gold Bank Coin. As of
today, The Gold Bank coins sell for $2.49 (USD) each.
(12.25.2018)
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APPLICATION
Application form to purchase "GMC" Coins (To go into account copy paste this link):
http://www.curlytailsa.com/Seguridad/Cuenta/Registro?referralCode=H3Q9NOQ9C7

For %10 discount, Referral Code: H3Q9NOQ9C7, Referred By: GTrade33
Related links for GMC;

Application info

Choose only GOLD BANK COIN under Coin Catalog … After Click on BUY box.
Now you're on Order Details page
Name: GOLD BANK COIN

Purchase Quantity: Put down the amount of coins

you'd like to purchase ex: 100 Current Dollar Value: will show you how much the
total cost is: i.e. $249.00
BILLING INFORMATION
Identification Type: Driver's license Number or Passport Number choose one and
fill in the Identification number
Payment details; Credit card: minimum $50.00 purchase, Debit card: Minimum $
10.00 purchase, Card information and submit….
Please contact us by e-mail and telephone for 100 thousand coin and over
investments.
Tom Fatih Saat/Project Manager
Cell. +1(212)-518-3989 WhatsApp +1(845)480-8762 , Guayaquil, Ecuador +1 914 659 0102

sharefund@gulfuscapital.com , goldcoin11@gmail.com,

http://gulfuscapital.com/gold-mine-coin/
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This English language white paper is the primary official source of information about the Gold B Coin.
Gold B Coin reserves the right to, if necessary, make changes and edits to this document. The purpose of
this white paper is to present Gold B Coin Group and its related Gold B Coin product solutions to
potential future users in connection with the proposed token sale. The information set forth in this
document may not be exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a contractual relationship. The
document’s only purpose is to provide relevant and reasonable information to potential users in order
for them to determine whether to undertake thorough analysis and engage in the company’s services
and use Gold B Coin. Certain statements, estimates and financial information contained in this white
paper are considered forward-looking statements and information. Such statements relate to Gold B
Coin Group ’s current expectations and views of future events, based on current expectations and
projections, financial trends and market conditions. All statements and information contained in this
white paper with respect to the future business activities, performance or profitability of Gold B Coin are
to be considered forward-looking statements unless otherwise specified.
Although the forward-looking statements contained in this white paper are based on what Gold B Coin
believes are reasonable assumptions, Gold B Coin makes no guarantee that these forward-looking
statements will be accurate and results relating to these forward-looking statements may differ from
initial expectations due to factors outside Gold B Coin’s direct control including the level of success of the
ICO, changes in market conditions and/or legal and regulatory changes that may affect Gold B Coin’s
operation Gold B Coin is a utility token and is not a digital currency, security, commodity, or any other
kind of financial instrument and is not registered under any securities laws within the Commonwealth of
Equator and US or any other jurisdiction.
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